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No.QC/7/Press Clipping/2011/233                Dated :  22.3.2011                                                                    

                               REJOINDER  
 
 This is with reference to your News Item published in “Hindustan 
Times” dated 22.03.2011 titled “Substandard Rice procured, sent to other 
States” – reported by Sh. Harjinder Sidhu. 
 
 In this regard, it is to inform you that FCI (Food Corporation of India) 
being  a Central Nodal Agency  procures  food stock , strictly conforming to 
quality standard specifications for distribution to poorest  of poor people in 
the country through various Government welfare Schemes.  In every season 
FCI procure a quantity of  approximately 90 Lack tones  rice and despatch to 
other States for further distribution as per demand.  Utmost care is being 
taken at every stage right from the time of acceptance, storage and till its  
actual liquidation for distribution under  various welfare scheme.  
 

These days on an average a quantity of 70,000 MT rice is being 
procured by FCI on daily basis all over the Punjab.  FCI is having well 
defined check and balance  system to assess quality of rice procured.  
Technical Assistants accept the rice consignment, of which 25% of the 
stocks are supervised  by Manager(QC), 10% by  AGM(QC), 2% by Area 
Manager, 10% by District Lab and 5% by Regional Lab.   Besides above, 
stocks are regularly checked by Regional Squad, Zonal Squad, 
Headquarters Squad and Ministry Squad which  ensures acceptance of good 
quality  stocks.  In such a massive operation, due care is taken to replace 
the identified BRL stock.  BRL stock does not mean that it is unfit for human 
consumption.  However, even the consignments marginally exceeding the 
specified limit   are rejected to make sure that 100% stocks conforming to 
specifications are only stored.  During such checking there are  few 
instances  wherein   acceptance of rice not conforming to specifications is 
detected by supervisory/inspecting officers of FCI, thereby strict 
disciplinary proceedings are initiated against delinquents who are found 
indulged in such activities besides removing them from   further 
procurement. 

 
  At the time of dispatch also a well defined  system has been evolved    
to ensure that good quality stocks are dispatched from Punjab Region  for 
which a committee of  officers has been constituted at every centre to 



ensure 100% inspection of stocks (2009-10) before same are being 
despatched to other states. 
 
 It is pertinent to mention here that without ascertaining the facts your 
Reporter has published News Item quoting that substandard stocks are 
dispatched to Bihar/Gujrat from Budhlada and Bareta which is totally false 
and misleading .  For the last 15 days   no rice rake was dispatched from 
centre Budlada and Bareta  to  Bihar and  Gujrat.  On an average 250  rice 
rakes are dispatched every month from Punjab Region to all over India, 
including Gujrat and Bihar, but no quality complaint regarding receipt of any 
such substandard rice was received from any corner.  Instead the Southern 
and North East States prefer to have rice of Punjab  because of its  good 
quality.  On record FCI can prove that no quality complaint has been 
received from any destination for dispatch of rice from Punjab  state for the 
last one year. 
 
 The News Item published in “Hindustan Times” today dated 22.3.2011 
has no authenticity and  without verification of facts and figures which 
brings defame not only to FCI but also to your esteemed News Paper. 
 

It is requested that a Rejoinder may be issued that no substandard 
rice has been dispatched from Punjab to other States. 
 
 It is once again requested to confirm the facts and figures from FCI 
authorities before publishing the such unconfirmed news. 
            

 

        (A.S. Arunachalam) 
                  Dy. General Manager(Region/QC) 
 
 
The Editor-in-Chief, 
Hindustan Times, 
Chandigarh. 
 
Copy to: 

1. General Manager(QC), FCI, Headquarters, New Delhi/Zonal 
Office(North), Noida for kind information. 

2. AGM(PR), FCI, Headquarters, New Delhi with a request to take up 
the matter for issuing rejoinder. 

3. Area Manager, FCI, District Office, Bhatinda for kind information. 
 

                 Dy. General Manager(Region/QC) 


